
W52060 Full-Motion TV Wall Mount
For TVs up to 37 inch (94 cm)

W52060 is a durable TV wall mount, suitable for 19 to 37 inch (48 to 94 cm) TVs weighing up to 15 kg (33 lbs).

Create the optimal viewing angle

Choose the W52060 TV wall mount for great flexibility. Mount your TV in a handy out-of-the-way spot on the wall and enjoy

an excellent viewing experience - in your kitchen, an office or a bedroom. Swing your TV away from the wall and tilt

it for the perfect view.

Turn 120

Tilt 20

Guarantee Life time

Min. distance to the wall (mm) 58

Min. screen size (inch) 19''

Max. screen size (inch) 37''

Max. screen weight (kg) 15

Hole pattern (mm) Min. 100x100 / Max. 100x100

Min. 100x200 / Max. 100x200

Min. 200x100 / Max. 200x100

Min. 200x200 / Max. 200x200



W52060 Full-Motion TV Wall Mount
The W-series: smart, secure and reliable

With 40 years of experience in outstanding Dutch design for the audiovisual market, Vogel’s designers simply focused

on quality for the modern brackets of the W-series. As a result, we feel back these reliable, smart wall brackets with

a lifetime guarantee. Smart, secure, reliable.

Are you looking for the most flexible solution?

If you want to make sure your TV is perfectly placed for viewing from anywhere in the room, try our full-motion TV

wall brackets. They have a wide turn angle, up to 180°.

Features

- Simply Smart Value: Great comfort for an affordable price

- Smoothly turn your TV up to 120°

- Guide your cables

- Easily level your TV even after installation

Logistic information
EAN Code Product 8712285328268

Net weight including packaging (kg) 1.68

Single Box Width (mm) 210

Single Box Length (mm) 245

Single Box Height (mm) 68
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